Using a recently developed formalism called topological quantum chemistry, we perform a high-throughput search of 'high-quality' materials (for which the atomic positions and structure have been measured very accurately) in the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database in order to identify new topological phases. We develop codes to compute all characters of all symmetries of 26,938 stoichiometric materials, and find 3,307 topological insulators, 4,078 topological semimetals and no fragile phases. For these 7,385 materials we provide the electronic band structure, including some electronic properties (bandgap and number of electrons), symmetry indicators, and other topological information. Our results show that more than 27 per cent of all materials in nature are topological. We provide an open-source code that checks the topology of any material and allows other researchers to reproduce our results.
Topological materials have particular topological arrangements in the geometry of their electronic band structures, resulting in robust surface states and unconventional electromagnetic activity. But how many topological materials exist, their identity and their abundance is unclear. The remarkable field of topological insulators and semimetals has combined deep theoretical insights with almost immediate material predictions and their experimental discovery. Since the field began 13 years ago [1] [2] [3] , the prevalent impression in the physics and chemistry communities has been that topological materials represent an infinitesimal proportion of the total number of materials existing in nature. Even though it has led to a comparatively large number of successes, the method of predicting new topological classes and corresponding materials has so far been based mostly on educated guesses. In this way, time-reversal 2, 3 , mirror-symmetric and nonsymmorphic topological insulators 4, 5 ; Dirac 6, 7 , Weyl [8] [9] [10] [11] and nodal-chain 12 semimetals; new fermions 13 and many other states in realistic materials have been predicted. However, the deficiencies of the method are clear: only about 20 topological semimetals have been predicted and experimentally discovered so far. The problem underlying the efficient discovery of materials has been a missing link between the chemistry of different compounds and their topological properties.
In topological quantum chemistry (TQC) 14 , a link has been established between the topology of a nonmagnetic material and its crystal symmetry, position and content of the orbitals. The basis of the approach is elementary band representations (EBRs) 15, 16 , which represent all of the 10,398 (with/without time reversal: 4,757/5,641) building blocks of bands that come from atomic orbitals, and the Brillouin zone compatibility relations 17, 18 , which provide rules for all of the ways in which electron bands can connect in the Brillouin zone. Both of these features are tabulated on the Bilbao Crystallographic Server (BCS; http://www.cryst.ehu.es), in program BANDREP 19 for EBRs, and program DCOMPREL 20 for the compatibility relations. If a set of valence bands in a material is not a sum of EBRs, then the material is topological 14 ; if a set of bands does not satisfy the compatibility relations, then they cannot be separated from others and the material is a semimetal 14, 21 . Insulators satisfy the compatibility relations in the Brillouin zone; and if their valence bands cannot be written as a sum of EBRs, then they are topological 14 . An insulator can differ from a sum of EBRs in several ways. The simplest way is that the characters of representations at a certain collection of high-symmetry points called maximal k-points cannot be written as a sum of characters of the EBRs in that group (to access the maximal k-vectors in the BCS website 19 , choose a space group and ask for the elementary band rep (with or without time reversal); the first column gives the maximal k-vectors). These are the 'strong' topological phases, which usually exhibit surface or hinge states [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . There are also finer aspects of topology that TQC uniquely captures fully, namely the 'fragile' topological phases, whereby a set of bands can be written as a difference plus a sum (hereafter a 'difference' refers to 'a difference plus a sum') but not purely as a sum of EBRs 15, [27] [28] [29] , with further refinement of topology as in ref. 30 . TQC can so far depict all of the topological phases that exist in nature, at very fine levels of topological refinement. In the original paper 14 , TQC was used to predict a set of about 150 new topological materials by targeting groups with a lot of 'disconnected' (or topological) EBRs. We will show how to use TQC to predict new materials in a future publication (Z. Wang et al., manuscript in preparation). Using the EBR data of TQC 14 , refs 31, 32 obtain a set of strong topological indices that exhaust the strong topological phases 14, 33 . These strong indices are equivalent to the EBR equivalence classes defined here.
In this paper, we present a large list of (strong) topological (nonmagnetic) 'high-quality' materials in nature, along with a wide array of information about their structure, bands and topological properties. This work is composed of several research modules, presented in Fig. 1 , each of which is essential for finding materials with strong and fragile topology. We outline the steps and results here, and give further details in the Supplementary Information.
Computational approach for finding topological materials
In step A, we wrote a code called VASP2Trace to calculate the characters of all symmetries at all the high-symmetry points of ab initio VASP Article reSeArcH (Vienna ab initio simulation package) 34 wavefunctions. This information did not previously exist for nonsymmorphic symmetries. Details are given in Supplementary Information appendix A, and the code is made available on the BCS 35 . In step B, we scanned the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD; http://www2.fiz-karlsruhe.de/icsd_home. html) of 184,270 materials, and removed bad or poor-data compounds by applying the ICSD's 'high-quality' filter (for materials for which the atomic positions and structure are measured very accurately). This filter picked up 89,240 'high-quality' materials, as follows: hexagonal, 16,974; monoclinic-triclinic, 23,355; orthorhombic, 22,430; tetragonal, 13,631; and cubic, 12,850. We then applied the 'stoichiometric' , 'few atoms (<30)' , 'not alloy' and 'not-usual magnetic atoms' filters to find the total number of stoichiometric compounds: 26,938. We then separated these compounds into 'problematic' f-electron compounds (4,286) and 22,652 high-quality stoichiometric, nonproblematic f-electron ones. We detail the procedure and the filters in Supplementary Information appendix B.
In step C, we used VASP and the code developed in step A to obtain the characters of all bands at all the relevant high-symmetry points (the maximal k-vectors) for all of the compounds found in step B. The maximal k-vectors are the set of high-symmetry points for which the determination of band characters implies their knowledge everywhere in the Brillouin zone. Details about the set of maximal k-vectors (which can be found by using the BCS 19 , as described above), VASP computational parameters, grid mesh and other benchmarks are available in Supplementary Information appendix C. In step D, we wrote a code to check whether a set of characters at the relevant high-symmetry points satisfies the compatibility conditions 17, 18 in the Brillouin zone. Furthermore, we wrote another code to check whether-based purely on the characters at high-symmetry points-a set of bands could be expressed as a linear combination of the characters of EBRs, with positive and, crucially, negative coefficients (for finding fragile topology). Self-contained details about these codes, the compatibility relations and our approach are provided in Supplementary Information appendix D.
In step E, we used our codes and the VASP ab initio results to check, for each material, whether the characters obtained in step C satisfy the compatibility relations. If they did not, they are enforced semimetals (the prototypical example being sodium bismuth 7 , Na 3 Bi).
We further separated the enforced semimetals depending on whether they have a high-symmetry point degeneracy at the Fermi level (enforced semimetals with Fermi degeneracy (ESFDs), the prototypical example being bulk mercury telluride, HgTe) or not. If the characters obtained for a given material from step C satisfy the compatibility relations, it means that an insulating filling is possible. We then checked whether the band characters could be written as a sum, or a difference, of the EBRs in the space group. If they could not be written as either a sum or a difference, they are necessarily strong topological. If they could not be written as a sum but could be written as a difference, they are fragile topological 15, 27, 28 . We then further distinguished the band topology on the basis of whether the band characters could be written as sums of parts of split EBRs 14 . If they could be written as a sum of split (disconnected) EBRs, the materials are denoted SEBRs (the prototypical example being the large spin-orbit coupling (SOC) material graphene). If the band characters could not be written as a sum of split EBRs but were still not a sum or a difference of EBRs, they are denoted more generically 'no linear combination' (NLC) of EBRs (the prototypical compound being calcium arsenide 36 , CaAs 3 ). This partitioning of topological materials into ES, ESFD, SEBR or NLC is based on physical consequences. The ESFDs can become fully insulating when a symmetry-breaking perturbation is applied to the semimetal, and we analyse in step J whether such an insulator is topological or not. In HgTe, upon symmetry breaking, the system becomes a topological insulator. The SEBR insulators are physically similar to graphene: the bands directly below and above the Fermi level, when taken together, form one EBR. In this case, the gap within an EBR has to be topological. The NLC-type materials are physically similar to CaAs 3 : the bands below and above the Fermi level together form two EBRs, with neither the valence nor the conduction branch being a part of a split EBR. Hence, NLC compounds can be tuned, by slightly varying some parameters, between insulating trivial and insulating nontrivial topological phases; SEBRs can be tuned either to topologically nontrivial insulators or to enforced semimetals. In Supplementary Information appendices D and E, we present the details of our materials classification into the 'physical classes' ES, ESFD, SEBR and NLC.
In appendix E, Table I , we present the number of materials, per space group, for each of the classes we define. In Table 1 Article reSeArcH number of 'high-quality' topological insulators or semimetals per space group.
Physical and topological characterization
After finding all the topological materials in our high-quality sample, we moved on to their physical and topological characterization. In step F, we indexed all of the topological materials found in our search by a TQC number (TQC # = SG.y.SN#, where SG refers to the space-group number; y = 1, 2, 3 or 4 refers to SEBR, NLC, ES or ESFD, respectively; and SN refers to the serial number of the material) for future reference in the entire paper (see Supplementary Table XIV) . For each material we provide the following information, in tables. One set of tables (Supplementary Tables XIV-XVI) contains the material's: F1, formula; F2, direct gap; F3, indirect gap; and F4, general class characterization into ES, ESFD, SEBR or NLC. We also provide a set of tables with (F5) all of the representations of the bands below the Fermi level at all of the maximal k-points, for each compound; we do this so that the public can perform independent checks. This information is presented in Supplementary Information section F .
In step G, for each of the topological insulating compounds from step E, we provide the symmetry(ies) that stabilizes the compound. Columns 6 and 7 of Supplementary Table XIV list: (1), the minimal topological space subgroup of the compound's space group for which the material is still topological; and (2), the maximal trivial space subgroup of the compound's space group for which the material becomes topologically trivial. Lowering the symmetry of the compound to the space subgroup in (2) renders it trivial; the difference in symmetries between the minimal topological subgroup and the maximal trivial subgroup protects the topological nature of the material.
In step H, for each of the topological insulators from step E, in each space group, we separate the compounds into topological classes: two compounds with band structures related by addition/subtraction of characters of EBRs are equivalent in strong topology. The EBR equivalence classes are identical to the topological indices in refs 31, 33 . An equivalent set of indices can be obtained by performing a Smith decomposition on the EBR matrix. We pair up the topological compounds into these classes and provide the information in columns 6 and 7 of Supplementary Table XIV (also in Supplementary Tables  XV and XVI , with and without time-reversal symmetry respectively).
In Supplementary Information appendices G and H we propose that the topological indices should be understood physically and mathematically as equivalence classes of compounds modulo EBRs, which represents a physical picture of the Smith decomposition of the EBR matrix.
For all enforced semimetals, we provide a different set of relevant information in Supplementary Information appendix I. For the enforced semimetals that we found in step E, we provide the largest subgroup of their space group for which the bands below the Fermi level satisfy the compatibility relations and hence allow an insulating filling. For this insulating filling, we check whether the material is topological by performing the test mentioned in step E for insulators. We then provide the topological classifications of these new insulators obtained by applying symmetry-breaking perturbations to the enforced semimetals.
In step J, for the ESFDs found in step E, we provide the largest subgroup of their space group for which the material satisfies the compatibility relations and allows an insulating filling (Supplementary Table XIX ). Given that in ESFDs the degeneracy is at the Fermi level, we have several options for how it splits in the subgroup. The former irreducible representation (irrep) becomes reducible into irreps of the subgroup: one has to choose which irrep moves above or below the Fermi level. The material might also have Fermi degeneracy at other points in the Brillouin zone (for example, related by a symmetry in the group, but not in the lower subgroup), resulting in a mesh of different insulators. For each possibility of an insulating filling, we check whether the material is topological by performing the test in step E for insulators. Supplementary Information appendices I and J give all ways in which semimetals can become topological insulators upon lowering the symmetry. This has practical consequences: this information provides experimentalists with the tools to turn semimetals into topological insulators. Bulk HgTe is an example of this phenomenon: it is an ESFD (with fourfold degeneracy at the Fermi level); however, when its symmetry is broken, a gap opens at the Fermi level to produce a three-dimensional topological insulator.
Computing the electronic band structures
Having enumerated the topological properties of insulating and semimetallic band structures, for all the compounds from step E we obtain 2  101  0  47  13  0  74  25  19  115  5  0  142  0  2  173  0  11  204  24  55   4  0  8  51  17  30  78  0  1  120  0  1  143  0  1  174  0  1  205  6  11   7  0  3  52  0  4  79  0  1  121  9  0  145  0  1  176  2  29  212  0  4   9  0  8  53  2  0  82  8  0  122  15  6  146  0  5  180  0  4  213  0  7   10  1  0  55  63  18  83  1  3  123  55  24  147  2  1  181  0  1  216  8  29   11  98  101  57  9  8  84  1  2  124  0  7  148  54  11  182  0  8  217  7  12   12  390  0  58  12  17  85  1  8  125  5  15  150  0  1  185  0  12  220  4  16   13  13  29  59  33  46  86  0  2  126  0  2  152  0  1  186  0  115  221  14  70   14  71  87  60  7  2  87  11  10  127  37  112  155  0  1  187  0  14  223  0  13   15  95  169  61  2  3  88  0  8  128  1  3  156  0  5  188  0  2  224  0 Article reSeArcH and plot the electronic band structure in the Brillouin zone (step K). We provide benchmark parameters for the computation time on the Cobra supercomputer. This task allows for determination of the 'cleanest' topological insulators and semimetals, and is beneficial to experimentalists looking for materials to grow. The band structures are presented in Supplementary Information appendix K. In step L, for an infinitesimal proportion of some newly identified topological compounds (HgS, GeTa 3 , K 2 Mg 5 Sn 3 , Na 2 OSb 2 Ti 2 , LaI and PbSe, the nontrivial topology of which is not protected by inversion symmetry), we perform an in-depth analysis that includes Wilson loops and other holonomy arguments in order to reconfirm the topological nature of the materials. For the first time to our knowledge, we find roto-inversion topological insulator materials in almost all topological classes. We remind the reader of the generic Wilson-loop procedure for obtaining topological invariants in Supplementary Information appendix L. In Fig. 2 we present a very small set of materials; details can be found in appendix L. We also show examples of materials for which the topology is described by all symmetry indicators in Supplementary Table VI, and give their band structures in Supplementary Figs. 8-11 .
In Supplementary Information appendix M, for some 4,286 of the compounds that were discarded by our initial filters-such as materials containing 'problematic' f-electrons-we present very short tables/ summaries, but caution against trusting the ab initio calculations in Supplementary Table IV) . In fact, the nontrivial topology is protected by rotational symmetries. Their nontrivial topology is further confirmed by the winding of the Wilson loops (see Supplementary Information appendix L for more details). Article reSeArcH these cases. For step N, we have added a page on the BCS (http://www. cryst.ehu.es/cryst/checktopologicalmat) that enables the user to check whether a material is topological. We provide a short description of all these functionalities in Supplementary Information appendix N.
Our EBR method is uniquely suitable to check for the existence of fragile topological phases, which are undetectable by strong indices. We show in Supplementary Information appendix O that none of the 26,938 materials checked exhibit fragile topology. Next, in step P, we compute several well-known indices of well-known insulators such as topological insulators and higher-order topological insulators, and present the identified compounds in column 10 of Supplementary Table XIV. Alternatively, a topological index is a distinct EBR-equivalent class: two bands are considered in the same class of strong topology if they differ only by a sum or difference of EBRs. This is also computed in step P and is identical to the better known 31, 32, 37 topological index shown in Supplementary Information appendix Q. In step Q, we compute all of the topological indices 31, 32, 37 of all bands (satisfying the compatibility relations) and show perfect matching with our EBR equivalence class classification (see appendix Q, with a concise version of this shown in Table 2 ).
In Supplementary Information appendix R, we provide (for most materials) chemistry-based comments on the difficulty of growing the compound, its air stability, and possible Mott or magnetic tendencies. In Supplementary Information appendix S we provide some 'low-quality' ICSD materials that are topological, and a list of checks performed on both our materials and our topological indices and classification in order to guarantee the accuracy of our data. We have crosschecked some of our compounds with existing literature. Finally, in Supplementary Information appendix T we have compiled a list of about 200 clean/good band structures (for example, a full gap across the Brillouin zone) from our 7,385 topological materials.
Discussion
We have found that roughly 27% of the materials in the world are topological. Roughly 12% are topological insulators. With these findings, we enter an important era of topological material design. One direction will be to compute and discover the physical properties of our large set of materials. Slab calculations should be performed for all of our topological insulators, to reveal their surface states. Compounds for which the topological character is protected by symmetries that are locally preserved by specific surfaces probably exhibit specific states on those surfaces. Compounds for which the topological character is protected by symmetries that are not locally preserved by any specific surface should exhibit hinge states. Rod calculations should be performed for these materials (for example, bismuth 26 ). Wilson-loop calculations should be performed for all of the compounds herein. The d/f-electron compounds that we have predicted should be analysed by more accurate dynamical mean-field theory codes, which properly take into account interactions; these codes can potentially give us many new interacting materials with strong topology. Another step will be to analyse the full ICSD database, and not only the 'high-quality' compounds. Given that we have shown more than one-quarter of all materials to be topological, we are guaranteed to find many others in the ICSD database. Note added in proof: When finalizing this paper, we became aware of three recent studies that similarly diagnose topological materials [38] [39] [40] , covering respectively one, five or eight out of the 230 space groups in their searches.
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